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The reaction path Hamiltonian model recently formulated by Miller, 

Handy, and Adams [J, Chern. Phys. 99 (1980)] is applied to the uni~ 

molecular isomerization HNC + HCN. The reaction path, and the energy 

and force constant matrix along it, are calculated at the SCF level 

with a large basis set ("double zeta plus polarization"), and the micro~ 

canonical rate constant k(E) is computed in the energy range near and 

below the classical threshold of the reaction, It is seen, for example, 

5 ~l that rates as fast as 10 sec can occur at energies - 8 kcal/mole 

below the classical threshold. 





I. Introduction 

It has recently been shown
1 

how the idea of Marcus'
2 

natural calli-

sion coordinates for A + BC ~ AB + C reactions can be generalized to 

describe chemical reactions involving more-than-three-atom molecular 

systems. The development which makes this approach practically feasible, 

from the point of view of ab initio reaction dynamics, is that quantum 

chemists have in recent years devised efficient ways for computing the 

gradient of the electronic energy,
3 

i.e., its derivative with respect 

to nuclear coordinates. This makes it possible to determine the reac

tion Eath,
4

'
5 

i.e., the steepest descent path (if mass-weighted carte-

sian coordinates are used for the nuclei) from a saddle point on the po-

tential energy surface to reactants and products, without having to 

search explicitly in the (3N-6) dimensional space of nuclear coordinates, 

With the additional information of the second-derivative matrix of the 

electronic energy along the reaction path, it is then possible to deter

mine all the quantities that specify the "reaction path Hamiltonian"
1 

which describes the nuclear dynamics. 

One of the interesting and possibly important applications of this 

theoretical approach is to describe the effects of tunneling on chemi-

cal reaction rates. Tunneling corrections to thermally averaged bi-

molecular rate constants, usually within the framework of transition 

6 7 
state theory. have received considerable attention over the years. ' 

8 
and it has been recently pointed out that tunneling can have very drama-

tic effects on collisionless unimolecular decay rates of molecules, 

The effect of tunneling in the unimolecular case can be especially prominent 



if one observes the decay of isolated (Leo, collisionless) molecules t~at 

are prepared \·Ji th a definite total energyo If this energy is helovl the 

classical threshold, for example, then the reaction can proceed only via 

tunneling. For thermally averaged rate constants, on the other hand, 

there is always some probability of reaction without tunneling since for 

any temperature there is a finite probability of the system having an 

energy above the classical threshold; at no temperature, therefore, does 

the reaction proceed solely by tunneling. For the unimolecular process 

considered previously,
8 

(1. 1) 

a rather primitive calculation suggested that tunneling is important 

for energies - 5~10 kcal/mole below the classical threshold. It was 

primarily the desire to determine these tunneling effects more quanti~ 

1 tatively that motivated the development of the reaction path Hamil~ 

tonian model for polyatomic systems, 

This paper presents the application of the reaction path Hamilton~ 

ian model to the simple unimolecular isomerization of hydrogen isocy-

anide, 

HNC + HCN (1. 2) 



Specifically, the rate of the reaction is determined as a function of 

the total energy of the molecule, primarily in the tunneling region 

just below the classical threshold. This reaction serves as a simple 

test case for the reaction path model before considering more complex 

reactions such as (1.1). In addition, however, since HNC and HCN have 

9 
been observed in interstellar space and figure in some interesting 

10 questions involving molecular formation there, reaction (1.2) is also 

of interest in itself. 
11 

Since gas phase HNC has only recently been made 

in the laboratory, relatively little is known about its isomerization 

rate. 

Section II first briefly summarizes the reaction path Hamiltonian, 

and the calculation of the reaction path is described in Section III. 

Section IV then describes the rate constant calculation, specifically 

how tunneling probabilities are determined, and presents the results. 

One sees that tunneling allows reaction rates as fast as 10 5 sec~ 1 at 

energies - 8 kcal/mole below the classical threshold. The lifetime 

(with respect to isomerization to HCN) of isolated HNC in its ground 

vibrational state, however, is estimated to be longer than the age of 

the universe, and thus too slow to be significant even in interstellar 

space. 

II. The Reaction Path Hamiltonian 

We consider an N~atom system with a potential energy surface that 

has a single saddle point separating reactants and products. If R iy' 

i = l, .•. ,N andy~ x,y, or z denote the cartesian coordinates of the 



nuclei, then the mass-weighted cartesian coordinates are 

x. = ~R. 1Y 1 1.y 
(2 .1) 

as the zero kinetic energy trajectory from the saddle point of the po~ 

tential energy surface to reactants and to products. In mass-weighted 

cartesian coordinates this corresponds to following the negative gradi-· 

ent direction from the saddle point. If x. (s) denote the (mass-weighted) 
I.Y 

cartesian coordinates of the reaction path as a function of the distance 

along it, then this definition can be made quantitatively specific by 

the following set of first order differential equations 

(2.2) 

where V is the electronic potential energy surface as a function of 

nuclear coordinates. The coordinates of the reaction path, {x. (s)}, 
1.y 

can thus be found as a function of s by starting at the saddle point 

and integrating Eq. (2.2) numerically, e.g., by a Runge~Kutta, or Adams-

M 1 1 . h 12 ou ton, etc •• a gor1.t m. From Eq. (2.2) one notes the usual carte-

sian arc-length formula, 

(ds) 2 
"' (dx. ) 2 

I.Y 



For a N-atom system in its center-of-mass coordinate system and 

with zero total angular momentum, there are F = 3N-6 internal degrees 

of freedom. One of the coordinates is chosen to be the reaction 

coordinate s, the distance along the reaction path. The other (F-1) 

coordinates {Qk} k = 1, ...• F-1 correspond to vibrational motion in the 

(F-1) dimensional hyper-plane normal to the reaction path. In terms 

of these F coordinates, (s,Qk)' k = l, .... F-1, and their conjugate momenta 

H(p ,s,P,Q) 
s - - (~P 2 + tw(s) 2qk2)+ VO(s) 

k=l k 

+ jt• _ _::__~l Qk p k' Bk' k' (s) 2 

F-1 

k=l 

(2. 3) 

where v
0

(s) is the potential energy along the reaction path, {wk(s)} 

are the frequencies of the F-1 vibrational modes as a function of the 

reaction coordinate, and Bk, k' (s) are coupling elements which couple 

the various vibrational modes with each other and with the reaction 

coordinate (labeled as the Fth degree of freedom). The first F-1 terms 

in Eq. (2.3) clearly describe harmonic oscillator degrees of freedom, 

the frequencies of which depend on the reaction coordinate, v
0

(s) is 

the potential energy for the reaction coordinate motion, and the last 

term is the kinetic energy for motion along the reaction coordinate 



plus couplings between the various degrees of freedom. 

The frequencies {wk(s)} and coupling constants in Eq. (2.3) are 

defined as follows. The 3N x 3N force constant matrix K is the matrix 

of second derivatives of the potential energy surface, 

K. .I I 
:tY,l. y 

(2. 4) 

evaluated at coordinates on the reaction path, and the matrix P is the 

projector onto the directions corresponding to the three translations 

and the three rotations of the overall system of N-atoms and onto the 

direction along the reaction coordinate (i.e., the gradient direction). 

The explicit form of P is given in Ref, 1. The ~cted !_orce ~onsta1~ 

matrix, 

(1 - P) • K • (1 - P) (2.5) 

will thus have seven zero eigenvalues corresponding to overall transla-

tions and rotations and to motion along the reaction coordinate. The 

other 3N-7 = F-1 non~zero eigenvalues of the projected force constant 

matrix are {uJk(s) 2
}, k = l, ...• F-1, with eigenvectors denoted by 

{L. k ) } l.y, 
(2.6) 

These eigenvalues and eigenvectors are functions of s because the 

force constant matrix is different for different values of s. It is 

convenient to denote the normalized gradient vector by L. F(s) since 
lY • 



it is the direction in the 3N-dimensional space of mass-weighted carte-

sian coordinates which points along the reaction coordinate. The other 

(F-1) eigenvectors point along the (F-1) "normal modes" for vibrations 

normal to the reaction path. 

The coupling constants in Eq. (2.3) are then given by
1 

i, y 
dS L. k' (s) l.Y, 

(2.7) 

As was discussed in Ref, 1, the coupling elements Bk K (s), k,k -
• 

l, ... ,F-1, which describe coupling between the various vibrational modes, 

are essentially C?riolis-like couplings related to the twist of the vi-

brational modes about the reaction path. The terms Bk F(s), k "" 1, ... , F-1 
• 

couple vibrati_on mode k to the reaction coordinate ("mode" F) and involve 

the curvature of the reaction path. Specifically, the curvature K(s) 

is 

[

F-1 
K(s) = 'E 

k=l ]

1 
2 

0 I 2 
x:iy (s) , (2,8) 

so that Bk F(s) is essentially the component of the curvature that 
• 

couples with vibrational mode k. 

The quantities which specify the reaction path Hamiltonian in 

Eq. (2.3), i.e., v0 (s), {wk(s)}, {Bk,k' (s)}, are thus all obtainable 

from quantum chemistry calculations along the reaction path. 

Finally, it is useful to introduce the adiabatic action-an~ 

. bl 13 ( ) var1a es nk,qk • k = l, ... ,F-1, for the vibrational modes; in terms 

of them the reaction path Hamiltonian is1 



H(p ,s,n,q) 
s ~ -

(2.9) 

where the diagonal elements Bk,k(s) are defined to be 

- w'k (s) 
Bk,k(s) = - ~(~ 

(The diagonal elements given by Eq. (2.7) are identically zero). 

III. Reaction Path Calculation 

Th . h f HNC HCN h b d · d · 1 14 • lS e react1on pat or + as een eterm1ne prev1ous y, 

but the force constants of Eq. (2.4) were not calculated. 

For the present calculations the location of the transition state of 

reaction (1.2), the reaction path, and the force constants along the 

reaction path were evaluated within the SCF approximation using the 

d d H · D . 16 d bl 1 1 . . (DZ+P) stan ar uz1naga- unn1ng ou e zeta p us po ar1zat1on type 

basis set [designated H(4slp/2slp), C,N (9s5pld/4s2pld)], Gradients 

of the electronic energy were evaluated by analytic techniques. 3 

Previous theoretical work
14 

has proved the qualitative reliability of 

the SCF approximation with a DZ+P basis set for the HNC rearrangement, 

but for an additional check the transition state was determined using 

the same basis set with configuration interaction (CI) including all 

single and double excitations, a total of 12,496 configurations. The 

SCF and CI transition states (the latter in parentheses) have the 

2 



following parameters: 

r(NC) 

r(NH) 

1.1737 

1.4712 

(L 1945)A 

(1. 4268)A 

r(CH) = 1.1549 (1.1676)A 

The reasonably good agreement between the two structures confirms 

the qualitative reliability of the DZ+P SCF model for the HNC 

isomerization; this level of uncertainty in the geometry of the 

transition state and reaction path would have negligible effect 

on the rate constants calculated in Section IV. The SCF barrier 

height, 40.0 kcal/mole, is also in qualitative agreement with the 

analogous CI barrier, 36.3 kcal/mole, although this degree of 

uncertainty in the barrier height would cause considerable uncertainty 

in the rate constant in the tunneling region. It is for this 

reason that the rates computed in Section IV are presented as a 

function of energy relative to the barrier height. (See also the 

comments at the beginning of Section V.) 



To determine the reaction path {x. (s)} one starts at the saddle 1Y 
point and takes a step in the direction of the eigenvector, L. F(O), 

lY, 

which corresponds to the imaginary frequency of the force constant matrix~ 

(3,1) 

where /:,s is an appropriate step size. The+ or~ sign corresponds to 

progress toward products or toward reactants. Subsequent steps are 

then determined by 

x, (s,) = x. (s. 
1

) + L. F(s. 
1
Ms 

1y J 1y J- 1y. J-
(3.2) 

where L. F(s) is the negative of the normalized gradient vector (the 
1Yo 

RHS of Eq. (2.2)). 



Equation (3.2) corresponds to Euler's method
12 

of integrating 

Eq. (2. 2) and is the lowest order of such integration algorithms. Un·-

less 6s is chosen exceedingly small, however~ the reaction path gener~ 

devised one procedure 

for dealing with this difficulty, but for the present application it 

was possible to smooth out the oscillations "by hand" since not a 

large region of the reaction path is required to determine the tunnel-

ing probabilities; i.e., physically relevant isomerization rates re-

suit for energies no lower than - 10 kcal/mole below the barrier height, 

and this corresponds to the region -0.5 ~ s ~ +0.5. (Reactant HNC cor-

responds to s ~ -2 · 5 /amu A). A step-size IJ.s "' 0.1 /amu A was used for 

these calculations, and the force constant matrix of Eq. (2.4) was eval-

uated at s = 0, ±0.3, and ±0.5. 

The coupling elements {Bk, ku (s)} and frequencies {wk (s)} were 

determined from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the projected 

force constant matrix, as discussed in Section II. Here F = 3, with 

k = 1 and 2 corresponding predominantly to the H -(CN) stretch and 

C-N stretch, respectively, and k = 3 ~ F to the reaction coordinate, 

which is predominantly the bending vibration. Since the CI calculations 

were carried out only at the saddle point (s = 0), "best estimates" 

of the parameters in the reaction path Hamiltonian were obtained as 

follows: CI I the SCF frequencies wk(s) were scaled by the factor wk (0) 

,,,kSCF(O), k = 1 2 d h . 1 1 h h ( ) w • 1 an t e potent1a a ong t e reaction pat • v
0 

s • 

was fit to an Eckart function
6 

with the CI energetics and the CI curva-

ture at s = 0. The shape of the Eckart barrier was seen to be very 





similar to the SCF result for v
0
(s), and this modification effectively 

serves to replace the SCF barrier height with that of the CI calcula-

tion. The coupling elements {Bk, k' (s)} were unmodified from the SCF 

results. 

Figure 1 shows the reaction path obtained from the SCF DZ+P calcu-

lation described above. The "best estimate" potential energy along 

the reaction path, v0(s). and the two frequencies {wk (s)}. k "' 1,2. are 

shown in Fig. 2, as a function of the reaction coordinate, and the 

coupling elements Bl 3(s) and B1 • 2 (s) are shown in Fig. 3. The other 
• 

coupling element, B2 3(s), which couples the C-N stretch to the reac-
• 

tion coordinate, is zero within the numerical accuracy of the present 

-3 
calculation (± - 10 m 

e 
) . The strongest coupling is seen to be 

that between the H- (CN) stretch and the reaction coordinate, B
1

•
3

(s), 

with that between the H- (CN) stretch and the C-N stretch, B
1 2 (s), 

• 
the next largest. 

IV. Rate Constant 

A. An Improved Vibrationally Adiabatic Model for Tunneling 

The reaction path Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.3) or (2.9) involves 

coupling between all the degrees of freedom, so it is not a trivial 

matter to determine reaction probabilities which include the effect of 

11 h . . Th . b . 11 d · b · · · l,l7 a t ese 1nteract1ons. e V1 rat1ona y a 1a at1c approx1mat1on 

has been widely used to simplify this problem, and here we discuss a 

more rigorous, and presumably more accurate, version of this model 

than has heretofore been given. 



The physical idea underlying the vibrationally adiabatic approxi~ 

mation is that motion along the reaction coordinate, the s~degree of 

freedom, is much slower than all the transverse vibrational motions, 

so that the vibrational modes stay in the same vibrational state. The 

classical version of this is that the vibrational action variables are 

conserved quantities within this approximation. In Eq, (2. 9), for 

example, if all the B coupling elements are set to zero then the 

Hamiltonian becomes 

(4.1) 

from which it is clear that the vibrational action variables (the class~ 

ical equivalent of the vibrational quantum numbers) are constant in 

time since H
0 

is not a function of the angle variables {qk}. The vi~ 

brational quantum numbers {nk} thus appear in the Hamiltonian simply 

as parameters, and motion along the reaction coordinate is a one-di-

mensional dynamical problem which is easily solved, 

We wish, however, to include the effect of the various coupling 

elements, at least approximately. Within the framework of the vibra-

tionally adiabatic approximation, therefore, we consider (s,p ) as 
s 

fixed parameters in the reaction path Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.9) and 

transform from the action-angle variable (n,q) to the "good" action-
~ ~ 

angle variables (N.Q) such that the Hamiltonian is independent of the 

angle variables g. The variables (s.p
8

) still appear in this Hamiltonian, 

however, so that it is of the form E(p ,s,N). Using energy conservation 
s -



E(p ,s,N) 
s ~ 

E (4.2) 

one can solve algebraically for (s,E.N), and the cumulative reaction 

probability N(E) is then given semiclassically (i.e., within the 1-d 

WKB approximation) by 

N(E) 
N 

where e is the 1-d barrier penetration integral, 

8(E,N) "}s 
< 

Im p (s,E,N) s ~ 

The microcanonical rate constant k(E) is then given by
8

•
17 

k(E) 
N(E) 

= -::-2 _-:c-rm-'--'p ~< E-,-) 

where p(E) is the density of states
18 

of the reactant species, 

( 4. 3) 

(4,4) 

(4,5) 

The difficult step in the above procedure is carrying out the 

transformation from the "zeroth order" action-angle variables (n,q) to 

the "good" action-angle variables (N,Q). Several numerical methods 

. 19-22 
for doing this have been presented in the l1terature, but here 

we present the analytic expressions which are based on second order 

23 
perturbation theory. For the present example it will be seen that 

perturbation theory is perfectly adequate, but in other cases one 

might want to employ some of the "infinite order" numerical methods 

noted above, 



-·14~ 

Considering the coupling elements B to be the perturbation, one 

can write the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.9) as 

H(p ~s~n.q) 
s - -

H
0

(p ,s,n) + H
1

(p ,s,n,q) + H
2

(p ,s,n,q) 
s """ s ........... s ........... 

(4,6a) 

where H0 is given by Eq. (4.1), and 

(4.6b) 

(4.6c) 

with 

(4,6d) 

23 Classical perturbation theory~ as described in Born's classic book, 

then gives Hamiltonian in terms of the "good" action variables as a 

perturbation series: 

E(p ,s,N) 
s -

E0 (p ,s,N) + E1 (p ,s,N) + E2(p ,s,N) + ... (4.7a) 
s - s - s -

where 

H
0

(p ,s,N) 
s ~ 

( 4. 7b) 



(4.7c) 

E (p ,s,N) = H2(p s,N) 
2 s ~ - s ~ 

(4,7d) 

k ·w(s) 
k 

where 

2n 

H. (p ,s,N) 
l s -

H. (p ,s,N,q) 
l s ~ -

( 4. Sa) 

0 

( 4. Sb) 

Using Eqs. (4. 7) and (4.8), a straight-forward calculation gives 

E
0

(p ,s,N) 
s -

(4.9a) 

(p , s, N) 0 
s ~ 

(4.9b) 

E
2

(p ,s,N) = A(s,N) + p 2 B(s,N) p 4 C(s,N), s ~ s ~ s (4.9c) 



where 

A(s ,N) k <kg Bk' k' (s) 2 (N k + t) (N kg + t) wk ( s) 2 + wku ( s) 2 

wk (s)wk' (s) 

(4,9d) 

- t Bk • k' (.s ) 2 
k<k' ' 

)(Nk + t~ ~k(s) 2 
+ wk' (s)j, 

wk ( s ) wk' ( s) 

(4.9f) 

With the Hamiltonian expressed in terms of (p ,s) and the "good" 
s 

action-angle variables, it is then easy to use energy conservation, i.e., 

to define Imp (s,E,N). One finds 
s -

Imp (s,E,N) "" 
s "' 

(4.10a) 



where A, B, and Care as defined in Eq. (4.9), and 

(N + ~')w (s) 
k k 

(4,10b) 

From Eq. (4.10) one can then calculate the barrier penetration integral 

via E. (4.4) and the rate constant via Eq. (4.3) and (4.5). 

To summarize the results of this section, the model which is pro~ 

posed is "vibrat:ionally adiabatic" in that the transformation to "good" 

action~angle variables, (~,~) + (N,Q), is performed holding ps and s 

fixed as parameters. This is an approximation. Eqs. (4,6) ~ (4.10) 

then carry out this transformation through second order in the coupling 

elements and solve for Imp , Eqs. (4.3) 
s 

for the microcanonical rate constant. 

B. Results and Discussion 

(4.5) then give the expression 

The microcanonical rate constant k(E) for HNC + HCN, as given by 

Eq. (4.5), (4,3), (4.4) and (4.10), is shown in Fig. 4 as a function 

of total energy E relative to the saddle point of the potential energy 

surface. The arrow on the energy scale indicates the "zero-point-energy-

adjusted barrier height" which is the classical threshold for the reac,-

tion. Below this classical threshold the rate varies exponentially with 

energy, the usual behavior for tunneling processes. 

To assess the importance of tunneling, one needs to consider the 

time scale for competing processes under the conditions of interest. 



~18-

The flight time across a molecular beam chamber, for example, is 

~ 10- 5 sec, so that any rates faster than 10 5 sec~ 1 could be observed 

under beam conditions. Figure 4 indicates that rates this fast are ob-

tained as much as - 8 kcal/mole below the classical threshold. 

In the absence of any collisions in interstellar space, the primary 

competing decay channel for vibrationally excited HNC is infrared chemi-

luminescence, At energies in the range of Fig. 4 one can estimate this 

chemiluminescent rate to be- 10 3 sec- 1 , so that unimolecular isomeriza-

tion to HCN will be the dominant decay process for energies as much as 

- 9-10 kcal/mole below the classical threshold; for energies below this, 

though, HNC will decay via chemiluminescence to its vibrationless ground 

state. 

From its ground state, one can crudely estimate the isomerization 

rate of HNC as 

where wb is the bending frequency of HNC, and 8 is the barrier pene

tration integral obtained by neglecting all the B coupling elements. 

This gives 

or a lifetime k- 1 
- 1023 years, considerably longer than the age of 

the universe (only- lOw years), so one can conclude that HNC does not 



tunnel to HCN after it has decayed to its ground state via chemilumin-

escence. 

Finally, to assess the importance of including the coupling ele-

ments {Bk k, } in the tunneling probability, the calculations were also 
• 

carried out with all B1 s set to zero. This decreases the rate constant, 

3 kcal/mole, ~ 10% smaller 

at E-V = 0, and ~ 15% smaller at E-V 
sp sp 

Over the physi-

cally significant energy region, therefore, the non-separable coupling 

elements do not influence the tunneling probabilities in a major way. 

This is primarily because the reaction path is relatively straight 

throughout the relevant region of the reaction path. (Note that this 

reaction is markedly different from the well-studied H + H
2 

+ H
2 

+ H 

1 24 example, • where the coupling elements can affect the tunneling pro-

bability by one to t'tvO orders of magnitude). 

V. Concluding Remarks 

Because the non-separable coupling elements {Bk,k' } and {Bk, F} 

make a relatively minor contribution for this reaction, one believes 

that the microcanonical rate constants obtained are quite reliable. 

The ab initio calculation of absolute energies is always very difficult, 

though, so that there could be as much as ± 3 kcal/mole uncertainty in 

the "true" value of the barrier height V By plotting the rate con~ 
sp 

stants as in Fig. 4 ~~ i.e •• as a function of energy relative to V 
sp 

we believe these results to be relatively insensitive to such minor 

changes in V 
sp 



Finally, it should be emphasized that the microcanonical rate con-

rate constant for total energy 

E, i.e., the rate constant averaged over all the different ways this 

energy E can be initially distributed in the molecule, There is no 

inherent assumption that the molecule will not have a decay rate faster 

than (or slower than) k(E) if the energy is put into the molecule in a 

particular way; i.e., HNC may isomerize faster or slower than k(E) if 

the energy E is initially in predominantly the C-H stretch, or the C-N 

stretch, etc., and k(E) is simply the average rate for this total 

energy E. To answer the question of mode specificity, i.e., whether 

or not the rate does depend on how the molecule is initially excited, 

requires the theory to delve into the dynamics of intramolecular energy 

transfer, and how the rate of this process compares to the rate of 

reaction. The reaction path Hamiltonian model is also capable of deal

ing with these questions and will be the subject of future publications. 
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Figure Captions 

1. Plot of the x and y coordinates of the hydrogen atom along the 

reaction path for HNC + HCN. The origin of the coordinate system 

is the center of mass of CN. The transition state (S = 0) and 

region significant for tunneling, -0.5 < S < +0.5, are indicated, 

2, Potential energy (left hand scale) and vibrational frequencies 

(right hand scale) as a function of the reaction coordinate (the 

distance along the reaction path). 

3. Coupling constants connecting vibrational modes 1 and 2, B
1

, 2 and 

vibrational mode 1 with the reaction coordinate, B
1

• 3) as a func

tion of the reaction coordinate. 

4. Microcanonical rate constant for zero total angular momentum for 

the reaction HNC + HCN, as a function of total energy relative 

to the barrier height. The classical threshold. which is indicated, 

includes the effect of zero point energy of the transition state; 

i.e .• it is the value E = Vsp + ~[hw1 (0) + nw2 (0)]. 
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